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A TRAFFIC PREDICTION MODEL FOR A TELEPHONE EXCHANGE NETWORK 

ABSTRACT 

D. Bear 
General Electric Co. Ltd. 
Wembley, Middlesex, UK 

A traffic prediction model for use in evaluation of 
future telephone systems is described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

C. A. Seymour 
British Post Office 

Ipswich, UK 

New switching and signalling systems are being proposed 
for use in the United Kingdom telephone network. These 
new systems, in ~eneral, have implications over a wider 
area: of the network than do those they are replacing. 

A traffic prediction model concerned with a limited area of 
the U.K. telephone network has been developed to assist in 
the evaluation of these new systems. 

The physical area modelled is a real area chosen as bein~ 
as closely statistically representative of the U.K. nat
ional network as possible. A comprehensive theoretical 
basis for the model has been established and particular 
attention has been paid to problems resulting from the 
existence of a boundary. 

The model is intended firstly to be consistent with as 
much measured information as is available about the base 
year state of the network, and secondly to produce pre
dictions consiste ~t with the growth forecasts available for 
the modelled area~ 

The model is of a size, and is dealing with a sufficient 
quantity of data,to justify being computer based. This has 
been reflected in the algorithms used, and has meant that 
the model is defined in a highly modular fashion, with ease 
of data management and of computer pro~am specification 
in mind. 

2. OUTLINE 

The model operates to produce traffic distributions which 
are entirely consistent with both originating and termin
ating traffics at all nodes identified. A reference busy 
hour is postulated that is applicable to the whole modelled 
area. Where measurements or forecasts for a given node or 
link are available for any other period these figures are 
referred to the reference busy hour using individual time 
profiles. 

The U.K. telephone network is organised for char~ing pur
poses into small groups of exchanges called Charge Groups. 
Traffic types are defined by reference to this Char~e 
Group structure. Trunk traffic is that which terminates 
in a Charge Group which is neither that in which the 
traffic originated nor any other Charge Group immediately 
adjacent to the originating Char~e Group. Local traffic 
is that which terminates in the same Charge Group as or any 
Charge Group immediately adjacent to the originating Charge 
Group. 

Three types of node are identified in the model, based on 
the Char~e Group structure. These are, real exchanges, 
virtual exchanges, and virtual Charge Groups. (Figure 1). 
The real exchan~e nodes are all those in the area which is 
to be modelled in detail. The boundaries of this fully 
detailed central area must follow Charge Group boundaries. 
The Char~e Groups in a rin~ immediately surrounding the 
main modelled area are identif'ied as if' they are each 
single nodes with the aggregate characteristics of the ex
chan~es they contain. These nodes are called virtual ex
changes and have the qualities of either exchanges or 
Charge Groups as required. The remainder of the telephone 
network, not already identified as real or virtual ex
changes, is specified in terms of traffic sinks and sources 
known as virtual Oharge Groups. This phasing out of 
level of detail over the boundary of the model is intended 
to minimise the effect of errors introduced in the central 
area of real exchanges by the existence of a boundary. 
Four types of traffic are treated separately in the model, 
local traffic, trunk traffic, manually handled assistance 
traffic, and enquiry and information service traffic. 
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3. STRUCTURE 
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The Physical Model Structure 

The model is divided into sub-models with interfaces be
tween them defined only in terms of data such that each 
sub-model is self-contained and may be used iIrlependently 
of the others. The sub-models and their inter-relation
ships are shown in Figure 2 and each sub-model is described 
in detail below. There are two types of sub-model, the 
first of which is concerned with developing a base year 
traffic distribution consistent with measured data. The 
second type is concerned with producing predictions con
sistent with the grONth forecasts and based on the initial 
distributions • 
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Figure 2 Structure of Model 

4 . FORECAST D:ElILAND 

Forecasts of connexion growth for each exchange , for 
several categories of connexion (such as residential , 
business, coinbox) and for the overall area are combined 
in this sub- model to produce predictions for each excrmnge 
in up- to six c ategories of' connexion. Constraints in 
terms of' maximum and minimum growth rate s operate to in
dicate any incompatibilities be~/een the three sources of 
data. The method of matching the exchange and areu fore 
casts f'ollows that used in the actual planning of' U. K. 
Telephone Area growth. 
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Area calling rates (busy hour erlangs per connexion) for 
the same connexion categories identified above are multi
plied by the corresponding connexion figures in the b f' r. 

year for each exchange and are compared with the measur~u 
originating traffic for that exchange. The calling rates 
are then adjusted so that the calculated and measured 
traffics match. The calling rates are grown using overall 
area growth rates and are combined with the equivalent 
connexion forecasts to give originating traffic predictions 
for each e~change. Calling rate constraints operate where 
incompatibilities between the data sources produce 
unreasonable figures. Virtual exchanges are treated in 
this sub-model exactly as real exchanges whereas virtual 
charge groups are not considered. Growth is fore cast in 
terms relative to the base year and thus grONth from zero 
ei ther for a category of connexion or for a new exchanp;e is 
provided by editing in changes to the data at the relevant 
points in time during the operation of the sub-model. 

5. LOCAL TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION IN THE BASE YEAR 

A theoretical distribution of local traffic is produced for 
the base year using the local originating traffic predicted 
for each exchange, the measured terminating traffic at each 
exchange, a community of interest factor between each pair 
of exchanges and also predicted inter Charge Group traffic 
figures available from a national network model (Ref. 1). 
This traffic flow matrix is referred to as the LRS inter 
charge group matrix in later sub-models. The inter charge 
group matrix is a central part of the trunk traffic distri-
bution sub-model and hence its use in the local distri-
bution is in the interests of reducing the boundary pro
blems inherent in using different distribution algori thros 
f or the two types of traffic. The reduction of inter ex
change traffic flows to inter charge group flows at a stage 
in the algorithm also prov:i.cles a means of distributing 
traffic to and from the virtual exchanges over the 
boundary. 

The community of interest measure used is travelli~ dis
taI£e between exchanges, which is convenient ani easily 
~easurable. If however, the choice appears to be unsuitable 
at any time or f or a particular situation another measure 
can be easily substituted. It is hoped that the measure of 
error included in the reconciliation sub-model will enable 
a judgement to be made on the potential for improvement. 

The basic distribution algorithm is based on the coeff ic
ient of preference (Ref. 2) . Traffic between a pair of ex
changes is considered to be proportional to the originated 
traffic at the one, the terminated traffic at the other, 
and inversely proportional to the travelling distance be
tween them raised to a power p. 

• 
• 

Traffic is distributed from each exchange in turn. Own ex
change traffic :is available as a measurei figure and this is in 
principle removed from the predicted originating traffic 
before the distribution over the other exchanges. However • 
in the interests of simplfying the implementation of the 
algorithm on a computer and also to facilitate the intro-
duction of new exchanges in the growth sub-models a virtual 
distance factor is calculated for each exchange to allow 
for the 0Nn exchange traffic. Thus if i ani j are a pair 
of exchanges local to each other, 

D .. is the distance between them 
~J 

X .. is the traffic flow between them 
~.1 

Oli is the originated traffic at i 

and Tl
j 

is the terminating traffic at j 

then the virtual distance factor 

where there are m exchanges in the local call area of i. 
If k is any exchange in the same Charge Group as i then 
traffic is distributed to home Charge Group exchanges 

Oli (Tl!DikP) 

~ (TljD .. p) 
j=1 ~J 

where the denominator is summed over all the home 

• 
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and ad.iacent Charge Group exchanges. The local traffic 
remaining after the home Charge ~roup traffic is distri
buted is divided between the adjacent Charge Groups in 
proportions determined by the inter Charge Group traffic 
flow matrix. Then the traffic is distributed to the in
dividual exchanges in the ad.iacent charge groups. 

Ohai (Tl/DilP) 

f (Tll;D'lP) 
1=1 J. 

where 1 is an exchange in the ad.iacent Char.s;z:e Group. Ohai 
is the total traffic flow from exchange i in Charge Group 
H to Charge Group A and v is the number of exchanges in 
Char.s;z:e Group A. 

The value of p used in the distribution has been initially 
determined by a small scale measurement exercise. Subse
quently the error function in the reconciliation sub-model 
is used to help optimise the value of p. 

The virtual exchanges around the boundary of the model are 
included in the distribution as if they were Charge Groups 
containing only one exchan.s;z:e. Traffic flows from the 
virtual Charge Groups to the virtual exchanges are cal
culated in order to maintain compatibility with the trunk 
traffic distribution method. 

6. TRUNK TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION IN TEE BASE YEAR 

The originated trunk traffic is distributed between all 
the non-adjacent Charge Groups, including virtual ex
changes and virtual Charge Groups, in the proportions 
specified by the LRS inter Charge Group traffic flow 
matrix. The aggregated traffic flows between Charge 
Groups are distributed over the exchanges in the termin
ating Charge Group in proportion to the measured termin
ating traffics to give a complete exchange to exchange 
trunk trafl'ic flow matrix which is complementary to the 
local traffic flow matrix already obtained. 

7. ASSISTANCE AND ENQUIRY TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION IN THE 
BASE YEAR 

The local and trunk assistance traffic is distributed 
proportionately as determined in the local ani trunk 
distribution sub-models. Enquiry and information service 
traffic, by its nature, terminates centrally and is not 
distributed. 

8. BASE YEAR TRAFFIC RECONCILIATION 

The theoretical traffic distributions obtained have so far 
been based solely on nodal measurements. This sub-model 
introduces measured traffic figures on links for the base 
year and attempts to reconcile them with the theoretical 
point-to-point figt~es. The theoretical traffic flows be
fore reconciliation include all lost and ineffective 
traffic and thus cannot be directly related to the measured 
route fi.s:z:ures. Four factors, one for each of the flows 
inside an exchange, are determined for every exchange to 
allow for traffic lost in the switching stages. At any 
individual exchange we have several sets of data from 
independent sources. Figure 3 shows the flows in an ex
change and the nature of the problem where measurements 
are indepenient. 

Figure 3 Data Available at an Exchange 

We have at exchange a: 

0a the measured originating traf£ic 
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T the measured terminutin.s;z: traffic 
a 

X the o.vn exchange traffic aa 

K the proportion of incoming traffic that i s a 
tandem switched 

Mab traffic measured on the route f rom a to b 

Mba traff ic measured f ~he route f rom b to a 

and the factors to allow f or lost ani ineffective traffic 
G1 a ,G?a ,G3a ,G4 which depend on the trunking, the provision
i ng of equipme~ ani subscriber behaviour at a particular 
exchange. As we are intending to reconcile a traffic dis
tribution obtained from the originating traffic figures 
with the measured route traffics then 0a' Mab , and Mba are 
fixed and the other flows allowed to vary in order to 
obtain an exact balance at each node. If q is the number 
of routes outgoing from a and f is the number incoming to 
a then the own exchange and taniem traffic flows are 
altered so that 

EM = G4 K*EM + (U - X*aa) G1 a q ab a af ba a 

subject to minimising the sum of the squares of the changes 
in Ka ani Xaa. Then Ta is altered to give a ncxial balance. 

T* = G3a (1 - K*) ~M_ + X* G2 
a a roa aa a 

A check on the 0 to T* ratio here for reasonableness will 
indicate errors. a a 

In this nodal balance the diagonal elements (Xaa) of the 
traffic distribution matrix have been altered, and so in 
order to maintain the initial originating traffic figure 
for the exchanges all the other elements are altered to 
allow for this change. For the purposes of reconcilin.cz the 
two sources of traffic data on routes, we are interested 
in the originating traffic that leaves rather than that 
which enters the exchange. Hence a hypothetical lost 
traffic ncxie is identified. Each element in the traffic 
distribution except for the diagonal elements is multiplied 
by its G1 factor and the diagonals are multiplied by their 
G2 factors. The lost traffic is aggregated for each ex
change and added as a separate column to the traffic dis
tribution matrix so that the originating traff ic is still 
the row sum of the matrix. 

Each element in the traff ic distribution matrix has a list 
asso:::iated with it of the routes and tandem switchin.cz 
points which are used in reaching the destination. That 
element is multiplied bV the G3 factor for its terminating 
exchange (e.g. G3c for the Xac element) and by the G4 
factors for each of the taniem switching points through 
which it passes. When this is done for all elements in the 
matrix the result is a matrix with row totals giving the 
originating traffic that terminates ani column totals 
giving the predicted true terminating traffic. 

For each Xac element the combined G3 ani G4 factors by 
which it has been multiplied above is calculated ani re
tained for use later in the sub-model a nd is referred to 
as the Gac factor. 

We now have two square matrices, the first givinp: totals 
matching the measured origina ting traffics and the seconi 
related to the first by a transformation using the G 
factors, and giving totals matching what we predict ~g be 
the measured terminating traffics. The row ani column sum 
vectors of the first matrix ,;ill be referred to as 0a and 
Ta and those o£ the second matrix as 0+ am T+. 1£ we 
select any route a to b then we know t~ose th~oretical 
flows Xic which contribute to the flow on a to b. CN oB. a 
can be identical with i am b with c). Each Xic element 
on the route a to b is multiplied by the G4 factor for a 

. (except where a = i) ani also the G4 factors for any tandem 
switching point(s) between i and a to give a value xl): 
which is the effective traffic due to i ani c on routg a 
to b. Now if there were no error between the theoretical 
traffic matrix and the measured route traff ics when all the 
values of xlj: on route a to b were added together the sum 
would equal ~ab. Thus we choose as a measure o£ error the 
amount by which the figures depart from this situation. 
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where the single summation extends over all provided 
routes ani the double summation over all i originating 
traf fic that forms part of Mab ani all c at which traffic 
forming pa~ ~f ... 1 Lib terminates. Thi s error function is 
used as an l.m.tl.a1. measure of the 'goodness' of the the
oretical distribution and provides a measure by which the 
distribution algorithms used may be judged. The value of 
p in the local traffic distribution Can be varie:l in an 
attempt to reduce the irdtial error measure. The error 
function is also used in the iterative reconciliation 
process described belOw to enable a decision on the 
number of iterations necessary before maximum worthwhile 
improvement is reaChed. Irdtially subjective judgement is 
being used in halting the iterative process but it is hoped 
to use a stamard criterion when sufficient confidence in 
the performance of the error function has been established. 

The intention of the reconciliation algorithm described 
here is to alter the elements in the theoretical traffic 
distribution matrix so that the error between those ele
ment s am the measured route traffic figures be reduced, 
whilst at the same time the row sums equal 0 a and the 
column sums, after ;rar.sformation with the l o'st traffic 
factors Gic equa l Ta ' A cent::al part of th7 algorithm is 
the double factor transformatl.on due to Krul.thof (Ref.3) 
modified so that the rows ani columns associated with the 
virtual Charge Groups" float" as explained by Bear (Ref .2) • 
This transformation is iterative itself and enables a new 
traffic distribution t o be predicted based on the existing 
one but subject to new originating and terminating traffic 
values. It is descri bed f ully in the fo l lowing section on 
local traffic growth . 

The reconciliation follows the sequence given below. 
We start with the Xic matrix having row and column sums 0a 
and Ta ' 
For each M b value the set of relevant X~ values is cal-
culated asa already described. lC 

The error ~unction is calculated and assessed. 
All the ~ values on route a to b are multiplied by a 
factor ,Q;ivlng Y~c so that when summed they equal the value 
of Mab • 
These ~ flows are ref erred back to exchange i b~.r '.applying 
the inv~rse lost traffi c factors giving Yic • 
In general there will be more than one Yic value for a 
particular i and c after all the routes have been processed 
unless there is a direct link between i and c. 
An arithmetic average of the Yic values is calculated 
givi~ fic' 
The Yic matrix is ref erred to the terminating exchanges 
using the Gic factors am giving a Z. matrix. 
The Zic matrix is operated on by thel.iodified double factor 
transformation to give Z!c havinp: row ani column sums 0: 
ani r. 
The Z* matrix i s referred back to the originating exchan
p:es ~rng the inverse Gic factors and giving an X!c matrix 
which is operated on by the modified double factor trans
formation to give X1' with row arrl column sums of 0a ani T • 
The X1' matrix is s~~stituted for the original Xic matrix

a 

ani tE.~ process commenced again unless the previous error 
function calculation had indicated its termination, in 
which case X! is output. 

l.C 
9. LOCAL TRAFFIC DISTHIBU'l'ION GROWTH 

The base year traffic matrix output from the reconciliation 
sub-model is operated on by the method of double factors 
modified to allow the virtual Charge Group rows and columns 
to "float" . (Ref. 2). The originating loca l traff ic fore
casts for the required year are provided bv the Forecast 
Demani sub-model. The predicted local terminating traffic 
is obtained by postulating that each exchanges' t erminating 
traff ic will grow in the same proportion as the originatinp: 
traffic OV8r the same period, and then forcing the sum of 
t ermina ting traffics to equal the sum of originating 
trat'fics. Those el e ment s in the Xi2 matrix which are trunk 
traff ic are changed to zero before "he double factor 
transformation is applied . 

I f X
ij 

i s the initial local traffic from i to 

and Ol~ a rui Oli are the initial and pr edicted trrulk 
or i ginating at i, 
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Tl~ and Tl. are the initial and predicted traffic 
). ). terminating at i 

then the irdtial matrix has elements Xij , row totals of 
Ol?, and column totals of Tli. 
Ev~ry element in the ith row is multiplied by 01~0~ to 
a new row total of Oli' This is repeated for al.L i except 
where i is a virtual Char,ll;e Group, when values of Ol~, 
and 01· are not available. The columns in the matrix will 
now ha~e new totals TIll!' Every element in the jth column 
is multiplied by Tli/T ! to give a oolumn total of Tli . 
This is repeated for a j except where j is a virtua.L 
Charge Group. 

The rows in the matrix ~ll now have new totals Ol! and so 
each element is multiplied by Ol./Ol! as before. ). 
The process is repeated cyclically ufitil the row and 
column ~otals agree with the Oli and Tli fip:ures as closel.y 
as reqUlred. 
The convergence of the iteration is proved (Ref.2) 

10. TRUNK TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION GROWTH 

The LRS i nter Charp:e Group traffic matrix referred to in 
earlier sub-models provides forecasts in growth of inter 
Charge Group traffic flows. Thus although the trunk 
traffic grov~h could be distributed exactly as is the local 
using a double factor method, a more complex method in
corporating the IRS figures is used. The orip:inating trunk 
traffic forecasts fOr the required future year are pro
vided by t he Forecast Demand sub-model and the terminating 
traff ic forecasts are derived from these by exactly the 
same method as in the local traffic distribution grOrVth 
sub-model. The figures which on a per exchange basis are 
reduced to a per charge group basis and growth is distri
buted over the non-adjacent Charge Groups in proportions 
equal to those by which growth in the LRS inter Charge 
Group matrix is distributed. The incoming inter Charge 
Group flows obtained are then distributed over the term
inating exchanges in proportion to the predicted term
inating traffic figures. Then the true predicted term
inating traffic figures are restored by application of the 
double factor transformation. 

11. CONCLUSIONS 

A traff ic prediction model describing the growth of a 
limited area of a telephone network has been developed. 
The model processes forecasts for connexion gro~~h and 
calling rate p:rowth together with route traffic measure
ments from local and national planning information to 
produce a set of forecasts for connexion p:rowth, origi
nating traffic growth and complete traffic flow distri
butions. These are consistent mathematically with each 
other and have utilised the maximum information that is 
currently available about an existing network where it has 
been possible to plan switching and transmission provision 
almost iniependently. The model has been designed to pro
vide information in a level of detail and over a large 
enough physical area so that new system proposals can be 
evaluated. These new systems, in general, require coor
dinated planning over a lar,Q;er area of the network. 

Evaluation of a new system proposal is performed by com
paring the cost effectiveness of providing for the pre
dicted p:rowth using the new system, as opposed to pro
viding for the grovnh using the existing systems. The in
corporation of national growth figures in the model enables 
the rate of growth of the network to be varied ani so 
sensitivity of the proposed system to errors in forecasting 
can be assessed. 

The model produces connexion forecasts detailed in up to 
six categories of connexion, calling rate forecasts in the 
six categories ani for f our types of call and originating 
traffic in the six categories and for four types of 
traffic. A full inter exchange traffic flow matrix in
cluding all cross bourrlary flows is produced for the base 
year. Matrices f or future years are produced based on this 
ini tial matrix. 
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